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Houses  like LVMH's  Mot & Chandon are adapting to the changing climate, revealing ways  that they plan to center sus tainability in their high-end
products . Image credit: Mot & Chandon

 
By EMILY IRIS DEGN

As demand for sustainable dining and green edible products rises, high-end labels across categories are stepping
up.

Culinary, hospitality, spirits and even fashion brands are showing support for the slow food trend specifically,
releasing sensorial campaigns, hosting ecological education events and debuting farm-to-table menus. As the
uplifting of local ingredients and traditional practices is widely upheld by the environmentally conscious Gen Z and
millennial population, it seems that choosing to embrace the movement is an effort that appeals to modern
consumers while still keeping luxury's high value of heritage at its  heart.

Food for thought
Millennial and Gen Z consumers make up a profitable demographic to focus marketing efforts on.

According to the 21st edition of the Bain & CompanyAltagamma Luxury Study, released in January 2023, listening to
what this young population wants will be a determining factor in development during the decade those in these two
generations accounted for the "entire growth of the market" that occurred in 2022. Gen Z especially is turning out to
be a key player in the industry, with their spending expected to grow at triple the rate of other age groups until 2030.
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At Four Seasons  Resort Tamarindo, Mexico's  rich epicurean traditions  are honored throughout its  menus . Image credit: Four Seasons

As value-based luxury becomes the norm rather than the exception, it is  no secret that the youth is largely behind this
(see story). Experts agree that the sustainable population is a vital target to gear advertising to, revealing why the slow
food movement is well-positioned for adoption on the part of brands across categories.

Luxury spirits names have been particularly keen on this, with many not only providing green drinks but educating
customers as well.

French wine and spirits group Pernod Ricard for example recently hosted Nurturing Terroir Week in Paris, an event
that allowed its employees to learn more about responsible viticulture, urban green spaces and the framework the
brand is using to ensure operations align with the needs of the land on which it relies.

Footage of the programming is now available for the public to view, spreading awareness about the benefits of
seasonality, thoughtful sourcing and why wineries should strategize based on the health of local soil.

Veuve Clicquot is  working with chefs  to show how its  sus tainable La Grande Dame 2015 can work with localized and seasonal ingredients . Image
courtesy of Veuve Clicquot

LVMH-owned Champagne maker Veuve Clicquot, a regular supporter of slow food (see story), highlights Garden
Gastronomy, a vegetable-forward experience with produce at the forefront of the meal, rather than animal products.

Herbs and fruit are brought forth as well, and at their peak, are paired with La Grande Dame 2015 (see story).

Fans of the blends can taste the earth-grown food at its  best, as seasonal chefs around the world collaborate with
Veuve Clicquot by putting dishes on their menus that highlight its cuve. Pinot Noir is placed beside sweet vegetables
like carrots, and autumnal wines are recommended with dishes like pea gnocchi in a chervil broth with thin
shavings of green apple.

These combinations are dreamt up at the Verzy vegetable garden in the brand's historic vineyard. According to the
maison, the space's "300 permaculture varieties will be used in the creation of food and champagne pairings for a
new era."
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In France, Ruinart is  taking a look at what the seasons  are saying, and so is  the chef that it works  with. Image credit: Ruinart

After releasing a climate-conscious, first-of-its -kind edition (see story), another LVMH-owned Champagne house,
Ruinart, is  gearing up to pick its grapes, sharing this short period with fans on social media.

Revealing adaptations to shifting temperatures, the region's characteristics shine throughout the content.

Michelin-starred chef and maison collaborator Arnaud Donckele is also given his own moment as the label
applauds his hyper-localized cooking that falls easily in line with the slow food push. Using what farmers around
him cultivate, the culinary giant is putting traditional practices and elements from nature on his plates.

Mr. Donckele shares the same philosophies as French fashion label Louis Vuitton's partner from the food world,
Maxime Frdric.

Louis Vuitton's gastronomical giant is bringing the land into play

Proving that the apparel category can get involved with this trend, the brand has been publishing various short films
that delve into the figure's love of sustainable eating, celebrating the way that he sources and turns to his homeland
of Normandy for inspiration.

Using concoctions from gardens, orchards, cow herders and the nearby ocean, Mr. Frdric's show of support for
slow food shows that the movement is essentially the simple notion that eating according to what is local and in
season is not only more environmentally friendly but also delicious.

LVMH's Mot & Chandon is on board with these thoughts in its own practices, publicizing its Natura Nostra
biodiversity program that touts a "from vineyard to bottle" approach.

Through restoration work and innovation, the house is taking a holistic look at what luxury Champagne can be.
Additionally, as the harvest approaches, Mot & Chandon is reminding consumers on Instagram that Benot Gouez,
the Cellar Master, lets nature's phases and the locale lead the way.

Louis  Vuitton shows  that even luxury fashion can benefit from green food activism. Image credit: Louis  Vuitton

With biodiversity-friendly business habits assessed as being instrumental in achieving enhanced customer loyalty in
today's market (see story), the moves being made by luxury spirits purveyors and even fashion maisons are
beneficial to not only keeping current consumers but to securing new ones.

As the point of slow food is to turn back to the land and honor traditional practices, adopting it speaks to the heritage
values that longstanding luxury consumers support, while also nodding to newer customers' concern for the
climate. Keeping this in mind, it appears that sustainable action solves the critical question of how high-end
companies can retain old-school loyalists and at the same time welcome new faces to the table.
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Tasty tourism
From The Ritz-Carlton, a Marriott International-owned hotel and resort chain the brand's Marina del Rey location has
been highlighting its farm-to-table restaurant all week to luxury hospitality group Four Seasons, various hoteliers are
showing off how they imagine slow food within the context of their operations.

Four Seasons especially is getting ultra-seasonal.

In Napa Valley, guests can enjoy events that allow them to participate in the local wine harvest.

Known as  "crushing season," those s taying at Four Seasons  in northern California can participate in the s ignature practice of the area. Image
credit: Four Seasons

In Tokyo, the brand's contemporary French restaurant is making space for the region's Japanese cuisine, inviting
epicurean leaders to educate travelers at an upcoming event that will pay "homage to terroir."

Held on Sept. 13, 2023, and Sept. 14, 2023, with seatings at 6 p.m., 6:30 p.m. and 7 p.m., bookings can be made at
https://www.tablecheck.com/en/shops/four-seasons-hotel-tokyo-otemachi-est/reserve.

The activations go on, but based on the plethora of places where Four Seasons is putting local food traditions,
ecologically-supportive eats and nature in prominent spots, it appears that the hospitality giant has the hang of this
booming trend.
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